Japan should listen to US: TEPCO’s ex-vice president

Saying, “The English Government SHOULD Carefully listen to the U.S.,” President of the p Atomic Industrial Forum (JAIF) Takuya Hattori Criticized on September twenty-seven a “zero” Nuclear power plant Which Strategy was Developed by a Governmental Council. He is a Former vice President of Tokyo Electric Power Company (TEPCO). The Energy and Environment Council of the Government on September 14 Released its Innovative Strategy for Energy and the Environment Which Proposes That the Government COMMIT “all its political power Resources to Reducing Nuclear Generation to zero in the 2030S. “However, the Strategy failed to be Adopted as Governmental policy at a Cabinet Meeting held on September nineteen. Hattori on September fourteen Issued an Official Statement saying That giving up the option of Nuclear energy “would be an Abdication of p’s Responsibility to the International Community. “” p THUS HAS the Duty to Maintain and develop Nuclear Technology for the sake of global sustainable Development. “” Also The Statement asserts, “SHOULD CONSIDER p-p for the sake of the U.S. relationship the U.S. Believes That it is essential for stability in the East Asian Region That p Maintain Nuclear Technology and its Development in Cooperate That the two countries. “” The English Government SHOULD Carefully listen to the U.S. from the ViewPoint of National security,” Hattori Said at a News conference. Regarding the reason why the Cabinet was unable to authorize the “zero” option strategy, he mentioned protests from prefectures which host nuclear power plants, including Aomori and Fukui, organizations of business circles such as the Japan Federation of Economic Organizations, and the United States government. “The Cabinet Decided not to approve the Strategy Because four U.S. high officials had Expressed concerns over p’s withdrawal from Nuclear power, as I See it,” Said Hattori.